Incoming Second Graders – 2019

Suggested Titles:
- At Night by Jonathan Bean
- Fly Guy (series) by Tedd Arnold
- Iris & Walter (series) by Elissa Haden Guest
- A Visitor for Bear by Bonny Becker
- Can I Play Too? by Mo Willems
- Amelia Bedelia (series) by Peggy Parish
- Stellaluna by Jannell Cannon
- The Giving Tree by Shel Silverstein
- Amazing Sharks by Sarah L. Thompson
- Frog and Toad (series) by Arnold Lobel
- Elephant and Piggie (series) by Mo Willems
- A to Z Mysteries by Ron Roy

Books about Grade 2:
- Second Grade Star by Nancy Alberts
- See You in Second Grade by Miriam Cohen
- Get Ready for Second Grade, Amber Brown by Paula Danziger

Students are welcome to choose alternate books – lists available at Old Bridge Public Library website
http://www.oldbridgelibrary.org/children/kids-booklists